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Note from the Editor:
I would like to thank everyone one last time for submitting all these great articles while I have
been Cairn Editor. I had a great time putting these issues together and reading through
everything people send me. I hope everyone has enjoyed reading the Cairns I help put
together. It has been a great experience helping to add to the ROC Archives.
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Message from President:
Dear ROCers,
It is with both a heavy and hopeful heart that I write this final address. My time here is
coming to a close, and I will soon be off to the magical “real world” that we’ve all heard about.
But please, shed no tears; do not lament time and its passage for taking me away from all of
you. This is the way of things, as Elton John once said, the Circle of Life. In reflecting upon this
eternal cycle, we are reminded of the beginning.
I remember when I came to campus for accepted student’s day four years ago. It seems
like just yesterday. I saw the Outing Club outside the union, and looked at the majestic group,
with the flashy tents and rafts. I was so envious of them, I remarked to my parents about how I
wished I could join the club. They encouraged me, but I knew I could never join, I didn’t know
how to do any of that stuff. Who knew that just 4 years later I would be writing this farewell to
all of you? I have learned so much here, and had a great time doing it. I would like to thank
everyone who was a part of that.
Although most of you associate me and being serious like you associate management
majors and hard work, please allow me this moment of sincerity. I would just like to say that I
hope you all maintain the same welcoming attitude that I found when I joined the club. From
what I see, it seems like that will of course be the case, and I am pleased to see it. So keep up
the good work.
Having reflected on all the things I’ve learned in the club, I’d like to relate some of the
wisdom I’ve gathered over the years.
1.
2.
3.
4.
5.
6.
7.

If you bring rain gear, it won’t rain. If you don’t, it will.
Don’t drink from Tom’s nalgene, just pass it by.
Don’t let Craig hold anything that you like.
FLG steaks don’t go bad, they age like fine wine.
Seriously, just pass on Tom’s nalgene, thanks though.
Once you move off campus, slackline at commons. Do tricks for food.
Don’t take a job until you’ve actually graduated. Otherwise it becomes very difficult to actually
graduate.
8. Switch majors. Go to grad school. Fail. Just don’t graduate.
9. Whatever you need, Mike Chu has already built out of scrap metal and saw dust. He’ll probably
let you borrow it.
10. And finally paws not claws and spoons not forks.

But of course, this is not good bye. As the French say, it is only until we see each other
again. And don’t cry for me Argentina, the truth is I never left you. I’ll always be with you in
your heart. And as always, my heart will go on and on……………………….
Stay Classy Outing Club,
Adam Brown
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Forum

Club suggestion:
I would like to make a suggestion for the club. As a member I am able to take out all this cool
gear, and go on trips with really cool people, but I just wish there was more. I have to admit, I
never go to meetings, and I hear that attendance always dwindles out through the year. This is
why I am writing to the Cairn to suggest the most brilliant idea! An idea that will certainly get
me to go to the meetings, and probably even get the entire school to attend the meetings. My
suggestion is this…A Club Mascot!! But not just any old mascot. I think we need a mascot who
can change forms. Like one week he could come in as a backpack! And maybe after that a
kayak! The possibilities are endless really if we were to get a form changing mascot. Just
imagine, waiting an entire week before you can attend another meeting and see what form the
mascot has taken next! There would be no way to resist going to meetings!
‐Puckman
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Spring Break 2009 – Caving in southern WV.
by Michael Chu
For spring break 2009, several of us headed down to Sinks Grove, WV for a week of caving. Trip
participants included Pat McKenna, Jesse Kenyon, Melanie Ouellette, Thomas Cruson, Kevin Mossey,
James Streitman, Melena Brown (Ithaca), and myself. Thomas and Kevin decide to drive themselves
down over the weekend, and the rest of us leave Friday
late afternoon. We were lucky enough to coordinate the
trip with Bob Addis, President of the Northeastern Cave
Conservancy (NCC) and former ROC member, who had
lived down in that area of the country for several years.
Bob was able to arrange for all of us to stay at his friend
Larry’s newly built cabin, overlooking 160 acres of rolling
hillside right in the heart of cave country. Many thanks to
Larry and his wife Clay for their hospitality!
All the photos were taken by me, except for several from Haynes Cave and the close up spider picture,
which were taken by Jesse.
Day 1 – Saturday March 7th. Weather: sunny, windy, and in the mid 70’s. What a beautiful day outside!
Who would have thought to bring sunscreen for a week of
caving?? The weather was so nice that we spent the early half of
the day enjoying the sun and helping Larry install metal roofing
on his new 30’x40’ auto shop. (Outside of caving, he is an avid
restorer of antique Triumph sports cars.) Later in the day we
visited Haynes Cave, which is a relatively short WV saltpeter
cave, complete with historic wooden plank scaffolding and,
gypsum flowers.
Day 2 – Weather: a bit cooler but still nice and sunny, breezy. Beautiful day #2.
We visited Indian Draft Cave, which was about 30 min SW
of the cabin and uphill its entire length with a small stream
running through the cave, similar to NE caves in style but
much larger in volume. I found the cave pretty neat, but
not all that much to write about. See the pictures.
Afterwards Larry showed us some of the sinkholes on his
property. One in particular caught my attention, a dry
pond that fills up with water and “flushes” occasionally
during heavy rain. We work on this dig for several hours at
night, and make some downward progress but no
breakthrough.
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Day 3 – Weather: a bit cooler but still warm and sunny, windy. Nice day #1
Bob suggests we visit Rehobeth Church Cave, which is a cave that runs
under the historic Rehobeth Church, a few miles outside of Union. We
eat breakfast at the Calico Kitchen, where a full breakfast runs you
somewhere in the neighborhood of $3.50, and the most expensive
item in their entire menu is $10.95 (steak dinner). Cheap and tasty WV
food!
The entrance to Rehobeth Church Cave is in a cow pasture and the
cave has a completely opposite incline of Indian Draft Cave, with the
water entering at the entrance and flowing downstream the entire
length of the cave. This cave is more voluminous and larger than Indian
Draft Cave and includes more formations. There are some large rooms
off the stream, and I mean LARGE rooms. Big enough to have a view of
the cave from on top of the mud piles in these rooms! There are also some neat natural climbing walls in
the cave, and beautiful flowstone.
Day 4 – Weather: even cooler but still warm enough, partly cloudy. Nice day #2
Pat, Thomas and I visit Scott Hollow Cave. Scott Hollow is a 30 mile+
monster of a cave system with only one entrance. The owner has a
restriction that only 1+ yr NSS members can visit the cave, which is why 3
of us are the only ones on this trip. (Bob brings everyone else to
Lewisburg, WV and Lost World Caverns.) Our goal is to reach the massive
borehole at the Mystic River junction, traverse downstream to the 2nd
downstream sump, and then upstream to Amber Gardens and the
double waterfall—several miles in distance and several hundred feet
below ground. The main truck of Scott Hollow is the largest stream
passage I have seen, with ceiling heights over 100 ft in many places. The
downstream section has two sumps, the first one passable through an
upper level passage via a 30ft aluminum ladder. We eventually reach the
nd
2 sump, turn around and head upstream. There’s
many neat climb‐downs along the way; lots of vertical
extent without needing vertical gear.
Upstream is marred by waist deep river water and
HUGE piles of breakdown on occasion. Climbing over
these turns out to be quite tiring—like climbing over a
small mountain each time. We eventually find the
double waterfall, which wasn’t exactly what I had
expected. Instead of two waterfalls in series, there
were two parallel but distinctly separate waterfalls,
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with 2/3 of the water going into one of them and 1/3 into the other. Continuing past them, we found
this nearly vertical 80+ft pile of breakdown that we were able to climb on top of. What a view of the
river at this height!, all in cave. We noticed a rope continuing upwards from the top of the pile, but with
no vertical gear, we decided to do the sketchy down climb and continue wading in waist deep water
upstream. After climbing over 4 or 5 of these large breakdown piles, we were getting tired and decided
to turn around at a T junction on top of one of the piles. Words can’t begin to describe this cave. Please
see the pictures!
Day 5 – Wednesday March 11th. Weather: Highs in the 40’s with a wind/rain storm during the night.
Bob suggests we visit Bone‐Norman Cave, which is a
name I’ve heard of but knew nothing of. It would be a
through trip, where you go in one entrance and come
out another–2+ miles away as the bird flies according to
the GPS waypoints. We ran shuttle, then started the
trip.
Bone is the driest cave I’ve ever been in, with passages
so dry and dusty that it’s advisable to wear a dust mask.
Norman, on the other hand is an active cave with a
flowing stream and large sections of breakdown. The
two are connected by the "Devil's Pinch", which is a section of cave all of 8" tall.
Towards the back of Bone Cave we found a crawl that went quite a ways, and near the end of the crawl
we found a cave map + google directions left by someone around 1/2/2009. Unfortunately it was
printed using an inkjet and was wet, so everything was nearly impossible to read. Figuring this was the
correct crawl (and not knowing about all the flagging and carbide markings at the actual connection),
Melanie and I squeezed through a tight constriction at
the end that popped us out into a small room...it quickly
became evident that it did not go anywhere. After
backtracking all the way back to the main Bone passage
we eventually found the correct crawling passage and
pinch. It actually was a lot bigger than the false pinch
earlier, but was followed by an unexpected area with
several hundred feet of crawling in slightly taller
passage.
Bob never mentioned anything about the crawling after
the pinch, mazy section after the pinch, nor lengths of route finding through breakdown in Norman's, so
I think that part of the trip ended up being a bit more than all of us were expecting. I had imagined that
it'd be mostly walking stream passage once we got through the pinch. Of course, Thomas had been in
Norman Cave before but was the one person in our group that had couldn't fit through the squeeze...
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After a few hours of route finding, low headlamp batteries, and several false waterfalls, we finally came
to a 15' waterfall marking that the entrance of Normans was near. The map we found turned out to be
slightly useful, as it showed the relative size of Bone and Norman Cave, so we had somewhat of an idea
of the distance to the Norman's entrance after the pinch.
By nightfall, the weather had gotten significantly colder, around freezing. Very bad for drying wet cave
gear!
Day 6 – Weather: low 40's, cloudy, dry.
Thursday was the day that Bob arranged for us to rappel in the natural
entrance of Lost World Caverns (I'll let the others tell their story about
their trip to Lost World on Tuesday..) and take a tour of the wild
section of the cave with, as Bob puts it, a native guide. It was a
needed break for myself from two straight days of strenuous caving.
With the cold weather, we found that all the caving gear was still wet
(or even frozen) in the morning, so putting it on for the trip was ... less
than motivating. The rappel itself was fun, and I think was the tallest
drop for several members of the trip. Our "native guide" was not so
used to taking actual cavers caving, and brought along disposable
water bottles, candy, and a disposable camera in a backpack‐‐‐which I
guess is standard fare for tourist trips. Once he got used to the fact
that we were actual cavers (and able to keep up with him no matter
how fast he went), he quickly dumped the backpack worth of supplies and he was happy to show us
several areas in the cave that they don't normally bring tourists into (too difficult).
Day 7 – Weather: high 30's, snowy, cold.
Due to landowner availability we had scheduled a trip
to Indian‐Rockland cave on Friday, which turned out to
be the wettest cave on our trip on the coldest day of
the week. In the morning, we found all the caving gear
frozen or wet yet again‐‐‐some items that I had put out
for 2 days straight now were still wet! Amazing what
the drying time difference is on cold and warm days.
The owner’s house is located at what could be
described as the windiest road I've ever driven on. Not
windy in the sense of switchbacks to climb a steep hill,
but rather it had constant 180 turns as it meandered along the Greenbrier river, with no vertical relief.
The cave itself had long stretches of waist deep water passages (standing height) with a 2nd level of
passage near the back. Strangely enough, the second level had water and a sump too. Pat and I were in
wetsuits (mostly because that was the last dry article of clothing we had) and everyone else was in
polypro. It's surprising how much warmer the water is in WV, and also what a difference a few degrees
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in water temperature makes. Around NY, I wouldn't think of getting as wet as we did without lots of
neoprene, but in this cave I think everyone stayed warm the hour or two we were in the water.
Day 8 – Weather: mid 30's, drizzly, cold.
We decided to hit one more cave on our way back
home. Bob suggested we do ACME Mine #5, which is
another cave name that I've heard but knew nothing
about. I asked him why #5? Why not mine #4, #3,
etc?. It turns out that the mining operations (long
defunct) in mine #5 hit a cave as they were mining the
limestone, so upon entering the mine there's passages
in the walls and support pillars that lead farther below
ground than the mine floor. As we found out, some of
these passages turned out to be through trips, with
the mine intersecting the cave in multiple spots. It was
kind of a weird experience, to be in a mine and a cave at the same time.
After a few hours in this mine we decided to wrap up the trip and make the 10hr drive back to RPI!
Note on wildlife in WV Caves
Seems like the WV caves have much more life in them than NY Caves, with abundant cave crickets,
spiders, crayfish, salamanders and of course, bats.
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More Pictures from the Trip

Haynes Cave

Indian Draft Cave
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Rehobeth Church Cave
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Scott Hollow Cave
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Bone‐Norman Cave

Lost World Caverns
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Indian ‐ Rockland Cave
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ACME Mine #5

Cabin on Thursday AM.
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Dry Pond Dig
By Patrick McKenna
The dry pond dig was where we spent most of our time in West Virginia that we weren’t
in caves. On the first full day we were there our gracious host Larry showed us around his 160
acre property. He has already discovered two caves on his property and there are numerous
other potential digs. One of the digs which seemed the most exciting was the Dry Pond Dig.
This was only about 300 yards from the Cabin which made it the perfect digging spot. It is so
much fun to be able to just go down for an hour, dig in hopes of finding virgin cave, and then
just walk back up the hill for dinner.
About a year prior to our arrival the Dry Pond Sink Hole formed. Larry went out on a really
rainy day and said that he could hear a very large water fall underneath the ground. That was
all the motivation we needed to get our hands dirty and start digging. The first night digging we
got through about 3 feet of dirt before we got into some easy to brake shale.
The next day we were down there we started to break through the shale. One of the tools
Larry had is a huge pointed rod about 6 feet long. This tool proved to be very good at breaking
the shale. We took turns passing it around and busting up the shale. After a couple trips like
this we were down about another 3 feet. At this point it seemed like we were back into pretty
hard limestone but there was a fissure running through it. We could plunge the rod into it
about another foot and a half to two feet.
We brought a bucket of water down one night to see if we could emulate what Larry heard the
night it was raining hard. We poured the water into the hole but it just filled up the bottom.
We poked around with the rod for
about a minute when finally we poked
through something and the water just
flushed like a toilet. There was
definitely something down there! The
only problem was we didn’t have the
proper tools to get to it. I’m sure
Larry will be down there in the
summer working on it but if not it will
make for an exciting return trip back
to Monroe Country, WV next year.
Update from Larry: Here is the photo of
the dig at 11:30 after the flush, as you can
see there is a good amount of water
flowing in.
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A (Mis)Adventure on Wallface
By Dan Skellie
Roc'ers, you may be noticing an alarming trend in my past few articles. You may say to yourself
"Wow, Skellie seems to have more misadventures than successful ones." Well, let me assure
you all that this is not the case. The fact is that misadventures simply make a much more
entertaining story than the standard "We came, we saw, we conquered." Unexpected
deviations from "the plan" force us to adapt to the situation as it develops. As Indiana Jones
said, "I don't know, I'm just making this up as I go."
You may remember a story from a few issues back of our illustrious leader, and fellow
adventurer, Adam Brown, and his adventure on Wallface. This cliff is the tallest in our Empire
State, and considered mythical among Upstate NY climbers due to its remoteness and difficulty
of access. It's fair to say that many people who go searching for it never even see it. Only about
1/3 reach the top. They say the only way to reach the summit is by dumb luck. Just ask Brown
to elaborate on his experience, lest he trick you into thinking this was an easy summit bag.
Well, my new climbing partner, and co‐worker, Mike Gray, thought it would be a good team
building experience for him and I to attempt to climb this titan of Grade III+ walls. Despite the
new 'Daks guidebook's warnings, and our knowledge of Brown's expedition's follies, Mike was
super‐psyched. Many of you don't know Mike Gray, but when he gets psyched on something
it's very contagious, and I soon had summit dreams dancing through my head. We set a date for
the expedition the following month, a weekend in late October, and hoped for good weather.
Note that October is generally considered to be the last month of climbable weather in the
'Daks.
We trained together in preparation for the adventure, and the week of our expedition soon
approached. "The plan" was to load all our gear into our cars, work together on Friday, then
head straight to the 'Daks after work. As luck would have it, our boss asked us both to come in
at 5am on our scheduled departure date. This meant waking up at 3:30am. But, at this point it
was too late in the year to re‐schedule, so we figured we'd tough it out.
The day dragged by, and 11 hours later we were finally done for the week. We combined our
gear into my ’93 Nissan Sentra and hauled ass North. Well, by the time we were off the
Northway, and driving on the county road, towards the service road that lead to the trail to
Wallface, we realized that we may not have enough gas to get back to the Northway on the
return trip. "Now, Skellie," you might ask, "would it not have been wise to top off the tank
before leaving on your journey?" Well, the fact is that I had topped off the tank the day before
on my way home from work. However, by the time I'd driven to work, run an errand at lunch,
then driven all the way to Exit 30 at top speed with a heavy load of gear, gas was dwindling. Not
wanting to deal with that fiasco in the anticipated exhaustion following our adventure, we
followed signs to the nearest town, hoping for a gas station. In accordance with the 'Daks'
character, the “town” was composed of a bank and a jungle gym. There was no gas station! So
we asked a friendly 'Daks native which way the gas station was. "Well," he said with a smirk,
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"there's one 18 miles that way. Or a closer one, 16 miles the other way." After assuring us that
he was, indeed, serious, we headed toward the closer one, again at top speed. By the time we
got to the gas station it was nearly dark and getting quite cold, so we succumbed to the fact
that we'd have to hike in the dark and had a beer and a hot meal at a nearby family owned
restaurant.
So, with gas, supplies, and our appetites topped off we backtracked 16 miles along the county
road, to the service road that lead to the trail to Wallface. We got there and started hiking in
the dark. The guidebook says that this is a challenging hike, "But we're climbers," we figured,
"how hard can a hike really be? Even in the dark?" I went first since I had the better headlamp,
and Mike followed a short distance behind. We were both rather tired, being Friday afternoon
and having been up since 4am (17 hours ago), so it was a quiet hike.
Well I have to say, my memory of the hike‐in is pretty hazy. We walked and walked, And
walked. We crossed lots of streams, slogged through ankle to calf high mud, and stumbled over
roots in the dark. There were a few forks in the trail, none of which seemed to match the map
or directions in the guidebook, so we took our best guesses. Eventually we came to a lean‐to
with a guestbook in it. Upon inspection we saw that several of the guests had made notes
about looking for Wallface, so we figured we were on the right track.
The guidebook said "Camp about 200 feet before the last stream crossing." This became a
running joke as we crossed stream after stream. "How would we know which one was the last
one," we wondered? And, assuming we knew we had crossed the last one, we had to backtrack
200 feet to the campsite? Several times we crossed a stream which seemed like it could be "the
last one," backtracked 200 feet, and found no clearing whatsoever.
Guessing there would be some characteristic to identify a stream crossing as "the last
one," (maybe even a sign?) we trundled on. At one point we crossed a footbridge, thinking it
had to the "the last stream crossing," as the bridge made it official, but again, no campsite. The
hike was really beginning to drag, and I was wishing I hadn’t had the genius idea of packing my
60 pounds worth of gear into my 20‐pound crash pad, when Mike’s headlamp batteries died.
For the remainder of the hike Mike would be swapping batteries between his camera and
headlamp, trying to find some combination that worked. He assured me that if I went first he
could see well enough, but the grim truth came to light when he fell headlong into a stream
while trying to juggle his headlamp and a handful of AAA batteries. Luckily he held onto his
camera.
Long story short, we found a place to camp shortly after 1am. The “campsite?” Maybe…
Mike, ever the optimist, was gung‐ho to make a fire and dry out our stuff, but it soon became
clear as we fumbled around that neither of us was functional enough to build a fire. So we
camped.
The next morning dawned much too soon. I crawled out of the tent and saw the most
massive cliff I’ve ever seen in real life looming through the mist. We’d found it! Brown’s
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previous description of a Jurassic Park setting was pretty accurate. Minus the tropical climate. It
was only slightly above freezing, and the sky was a dismal gray. In a peculiar combination of
emotions including super‐psyched‐ness, exhaustion, and denial (concerning the fact that it was
going to rain), we scarffed breakfast, had some coffee, and headed out of camp in a frenzied
whirlwind of climbing gear, maps, topos, and accessories.

http://media.legitify.com/cloudsplitter/photos/wallface,_diagonal‐s_end_large.jpg

The guidebook said the trail to the base of the cliff was tough, and it seemed to be right.
Soon we were scrambling up 4th class terrain. As the trail turned to low 5th class it began to
dawn on us that we had been mislead yet again. Neither of us wanted to admit to the fact that
we’d been lied to, so we pressed on. By the time I was reminded of that strange phenomena of
upclimbing being easier than downclimbing, it was far too late. Mike made the unsettling
observation that turning back was now impossible. Indeed.
About 3 hours after we left camp we made it to the cliff, having covered a total of 300
yards, mostly vertical. As we dug out the guidebook and oriented ourselves it began to snow.
When we sat down for a breather before racking up, I realized that I’d forgotten my helmet. Oh
well. We started breaking out our gear, and Mike realized that he’d forgotten the topo. We
thought we could do without that too, but when I discovered that I’d left my climbing shoes at
camp, we finally decided it was time to throw in the towel. The fates had defied us at every turn
of the last 36 hours, and we weren’t about to commit to an 800 foot climb in the face of such
adversity. Exhaustion, bad weather, poor directions and the ominous aura of Wallface had
finally broken our spirits. As we made our way back to camp, having found the correct trail, we
vowed to one day return and stake our vengeance on Wallface.
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The Giant Mt. Adventure
Vicky’s Side of the Story
th

On January 19 2009 a group of us decided to hike up Mount Giant in the Adirondacks. While
we were to be hiking the 6 mile round trip there were two other members (Allan and Craig) were going
to skin up a longer less steep trail on the back side and then ski down. When the trip first started it was
expected that the two skinning would be much quicker than the group of hikers. As we found out later
this was a false assumption, but that is for
later in the story. The trail we hiked up
Giant was by far the steepest trail for that
long that I had ever hiked. To give you an
idea the trail is 3 miles and has an
elevation gain of 3000’. We learned very
quickly into the hike that this was going to
be a very slow 3 miles. Less than a mile in
we had the first incident of the day. We
had to stop for quite an amount of time
as 2 of our members were not feeling so
well. One of the 2 had stayed up all night
and then ate a lot of pasta before going
hiking; he threw up while we stood there.
The other one had eaten a slice of
Giant Group Picture by Andrew Calcutt
cheesecake for breakfast which is not
the greatest idea before hiking. After this was over we managed to start hiking again without many
more incidents.
Though the going was slow at times we
all managed to make it to the top of the
mountain. This required many stops along the
way for us to take breaks and take a group shot
part of the way up. All told at the end of the trip
up the mountain it took us 5.5 hours to reach the
top of the mountain. I am not going to include a
picture of that seeing as there was no view from
the top of the mountain all we could see was
clouds. We then decided that it would be a good
idea to take a break at the top of the mountain
and try to contact the other 2 who we had not
Brandt takes a nap by Ziv Kennan
managed to contact for the entire hike up the
mountain. We managed to contact them and they then told us that they were 1 mile from the summit of
the mountain and that they should be at the top in an hour.
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We then proceded to head down the
moutain thinking that once they reached the
top it would take them far less time to reach
the bottom than it would take us (boy were
we wrong). The way down for us went much
smoother than the way up had gone. It took a
grand total of 2.5 hours to reach the bottom a
full 3 hours less than the way up. A lot of the
time difference was caused by the fact that we
were able to butt slide a large portion of the
way down. I would say that this was the most
fun part of the trip. Much of Giant was
Andrew Sliding by Brant Gigle
slideable and for long sections of the trail.
From the pictures it can be senn that we had a
lot of fun sliding down the trail. Near the bottom there was also a pond that had been completely frozen
over that we decided to stop at for awhile. We decided that we were going to try to break through the
ice over the pond. The next half an hour was then spent trying to chop through the ice which was much
thicker than we originally thought. We never did manage to break through so we will never know the
true depth of the pond. It was atleast 2’ deep from what we could tell from what we managed to chop
through.
After we reached the bottom of the mountain and were waiting at the car. We proceded to try
to contact the other 2 people in our group. From where we were we could not seem to contact them at
all. So a group of us decided to walk over to the frozen lake and walk across it to try to get a better signal
to get them. We then managed to contact them as it was getting pretty dark out and they told us that
they were at the summit of the mountain. Now remember that we had been at the summit when they
told us they were and hour from it. It is now almost 3 hours later and they have finally reached the
summit. At this point since it is dark we know that it is going to take them a little while to reach the
bottom. We then walked back to the van and
decided that we were going to go to a diner and get
some food. Of course we had 9 people and only 7
are supposed to fit in the van but somehow we
managed to squeeze all 9 of us in there for the short
ride to the diner. We then got to the diner and had
some very good food; most of us ate breakfast food.
After a while Andrew decided that he was going to
drive back to the trailhead to meet them since they
should be down soon. Only three other people went
with him leaving 5 of us sitting in the diner. We then
proceded to sit in the diner for the next couple hours
waiting for them to come back. As we were sitting
there only myself and Ziv remained awake becoming more and more bored by the minute. At one point

NOON MARK Diner by Ziv Kennan 1
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we saw andrew drive by and Gus got out of the van but as it turns out he wasn’t stopping because he
still had to go drop the other people off at their car. When all was said and done we arrived back at RPI
at 11:30 pm much later than we should have been. There was also a nice little lesson learned by this
episode never go on a trip that has 2 groups doing different things.

Dear Pat
Dear Pat,
My roommate is somewhat (72%) retarded. He loses everything all the time.
He makes everything more difficult than it needs to be. How can I deal with
him?
Thank you,
Martin A. Lawrence

Dear Martin,
The first thing you need to do is be honest with yourself. Is this really your roommate we are
talking about or is this you? For people like your “roommate” it is necessary for them to think
three or four times as hard about simple tasks as regular people do. While closing a door or not
misplacing your bike helmet may seem like an easy task to you; it must be understood that
these may be extremely hard tasks for your “roommate.” When people like your “roommate”
complete these simple tasks you should understand that they tried very hard and reward them
as such. Next time your “roommate” goes 24 hours without losing something maybe you could
treat them to a Milk Shake.
‐Pat
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